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Abstract
This article offers a very brief report on the  survey campaign around Halos that formed the
conclusion of the revisit programme previously presented in this journal, followed by a somewhat
longer preliminary presentation of the  excavation season at Magoula Plataniotiki, which
is also a continuation of previous work at the site reported in this journal. As in the past, the
fieldwork was done by the universities of Groningen and Amsterdam and the Ephorate of
Antiquities of Magnesia; in , a delegation from the University of Alberta participated in the
excavation as well. The survey season confirmed and refined results of the - campaigns.
While the  excavation season partly continued trenches opened in , it also covered parts
of the site that had not been explored yet. Three new trenches were laid out in areas where aerial
photographs and geophysical research done in  suggested the presence of features that could
clarify the planning and chronology of the site. One of the new trenches explored the western
edge of the site, which seems to be bordered by a pebble-paved street. This could not be dated
yet. Another new trench indicates that the north-eastern part of the site, where geophysical
research and aerial photographs show structures that do not follow the general orientation of
streets and buildings further west, was abandoned in the Hellenistic period, while most other
trenches indicate continuing habitation and other use. However, foundations of a large and possibly
monumental structure encountered in an extension of one of the existing trenches indicate that even
when shrinking, the Hellenistic settlement still contained impressive buildings. The intensive
Classical and Hellenistic use of the site visible in all excavated areas does not seem have had a
follow up, but in most trenches remains of later activities, apparently mainly related to reuse of
materials, have been encountered.
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Figure . The  survey transect west of Almyros (Jitte Waagen).

The  survey campaign
In , the field survey campaign around Halos had a relatively short season with
a small team from the University of Amsterdam. The aim was to finish two parts
of the revisiting and testing programme of the - seasons, which have
already been presented in a preliminary report in this journal.
One part of the work was dedicated to validation of the general approach and
results of the original - survey in the area west of Almyros (Figure ).
Just as in the comparable studies done in the Sourpi and Voulokaliva areas in
-, methodological tests carried out by small teams directed by Jitte Waagen
were combined with full systematic coverage by teams of ca  people of a larger
transect (of  km ×  m). General goals of this part of the project were to get
a better understanding of offsite material and its densities, and to test effects of
various survey strategies. In the area covered in  research also focused on
investigating effects of the survey methodologies of the older Halos survey on the
recovery rate of sites and on further exploring the quantitative and qualitative
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foundation for determining areas to be ‘empty’: to what degree can offsite material
that does exist be explained as ‘background noise’ with little or no archaeological
value? Besides intensive fieldwalking over the whole transect, several specific tests
were done to assess other influences of the working method and find characteristics
on results, for example effects of find density, visibility, walking distance, sample
size and other variables on the sherd counts.
The results of these tests, combined with comparable work on Zakynthos and
in Italy, will be evaluated in Jitte Waagen’s forthcoming PhD thesis. The intensive fieldwalking confirmed the results of the more impressionist approach of the
- survey in the area: find densities in between sites are very low, even
close to zero, so apparent ‘offsite’ material can indeed be regarded as such. As most
of it is very worn and undateable (though probably ancient rather than later) this
result simplifies further interpretation. The intensive transect survey results also
confirm that sites are only found high up on the so-called ‘finger ridges’ which
characterise the area. In fact, the single new site found perfectly fits this known
pattern. More detailed conclusions await further study of the finds, originally
planned for -, but now delayed by the COVID- situation.
The second part of the survey work in  consisted of the revisit of  sites
in the Sourpi plain originally documented in the  and  campaigns
(Figure ), as a conclusion to the previous revisit seasons. Just as for the comparable
work in -, the aims were on the one hand to update existing maps and
records, and on the other hand to assess the present state of sites and developments in their visibility and preservation. For obvious reasons, the previously used
methodologies in mapping and documentation were followed. With the 
season, the fieldwork needed for finalising the site catalogue of the Halos survey
has been concluded.
An overview of the revisited sites and amounts of finds with their provisional
dates is offered in Tables -. The results of the  revisits do not differ significantly from those of the earlier seasons. Just as during the earlier revisits in the
Almyros and Sourpi plains, most sites appear to be stable, and previous results
regarding chronology and uses of sites were largely confirmed and partly expanded.
Although the landscape is slightly different, mainly because there are no large flat
areas, the spread of sites and chronological patterns do not seem to differ much
from what was encountered in -, when work mostly focused on the area
west of Almyros.

Provisional title: Finds and models. Methodological investigations into the bias problem of recording
archaeological surface assemblages, the defence is planned for  at the University of Amsterdam.

See Stissi et al. a, -.

Stissi et al. a, -.

See Stissi et al. a, .
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Figure . The sites in the Sourpi area revisited in  (Jitte Waagen).
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TABLE 
sites
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bridge 





Aiannaroreuma 
bridge 
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site has empty
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provisional
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Med-rec
Med-rec
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Med-rec
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perhaps a few
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recent; not
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Klinovos 
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a few sherds
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Medieval
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Magoula
Kamara







Neo/LR
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LR/Med
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rec
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th c.

fort, location not
found 



Klinovos 







preh/A-Hell/
th c.

total sherds
 sites







plus site 

some cemetery
material;
architectural
remains
 ancient sherd,
 Med-Ott sherd

perhaps a few
later sherds
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TABLE 
sites


sherds
kept

sherds diskept
carded





provisional
pottery dates

remarks





Mesorrachi or
Alexaki



BA

excavated



Fteri



R

excavated,
Roman
watchtower



Agios Nikolaos 

Med?

church



Pondika



R-LR

excavated, a few
sherds perhaps
earlier



Kamara 



BA

excavated



Drymona 







A

excavated,
graves, probably
related to
/



Tharka 







EIA-Hell/
excavated
R-LR/Med-Ott



Tharka 



C-Hell

excavated, grave



Karavos /
Pounarollaka



R-LR

excavated,
waterworks



Prosilia



Neo

excavated, pit



Amaxolakka



BA

reported,
excavated? Not
present anymore
in 



Amaxolakka 



LR

excavated



Kotroni 



EIA

excavated, graves



Kotroni 



Hell

excavated, graves



Voulokaliva  

LBA-Hell

excavated,
graves, SE of
/



Voulokaliva 



Ott

excavated, road



Karavos 









LR/Med
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sherds
kept

sherds diskept
carded







provisional
pottery dates

remarks



Karavos 







LR/Med-Ott



Karavos 







Med

a few possibly
Roman sherds;
some slag and
furnace/kiln
remains; same as
 site 



Agia Triada 

not

counted



MByz-LByz

a few possibly
Roman sherds



Kamaraki





C-Hell



Kerasoreuma  



Kamara  or
Kambos 





total sherds
 sites







C-Hell?

not found



LR-Med

 perhaps
prehistoric sherd



plus site 

It is notable, however, that at first sight the  team appears to have found
more sites to be untraceable or destroyed than during previous seasons – a total
of  sites (out of the  covered) could not be recorded (see Tables -). Of these,
however,  (sites /-, -, -) have been excavated since their discovery,
mostly during the works for the extension of the Athens-Thessaloniki highway.
They have now been destroyed and/or are covered by the road. Four of the others
(sites /, ,  and ) were inaccessible because of fencing and/or difficult
terrain conditions. Vegetation of the higher, mostly uncultivated parts around the
plain proper is quickly filling in and limiting accessibility, mainly because grazing
has almost stopped in these areas since the s and s. While this made our
work more difficult, it probably does not affect site preservation. As the two
remaining ‘lost’ sites, / and /, seem to be ‘victims’ of mapping and
recording issues (which we plan to sort out before final publication), it turns out
that the Sourpi area actually shows less site destruction than the Almyros plain, at
least if we disregard the highway construction.
A more detailed overview of the results of the  campaign (and the previous
revisiting seasons) will be included in the final publication of the Halos survey,
which is now in preparation.
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Figure . Magoula Plataniotiki and its direct surroundings (Reinder Reinders).

The  excavations
Introduction
After many years of working at the heavily fortified Hellenistic city, the GreekDutch team exploring Halos and its surrounding area is now focusing its excavation
efforts on the older settlement at Magoula Plataniotiki (Figure ). With its ca -
ha the relatively flat Magoula Plataniotiki is the largest tell of the wider Halos
area. Since the th century it has been identified by some as the Archaic and
Classical city of Halos, mentioned in the Catalogue of ships (Homer, Iliad. .),
visited by Xerxes (Herodotus, ., ), and besieged and taken by the Macedonian general Parmenion in  BCE (Demosthenes, ., ., ). Yet, as past
investigations of the site have been limited, little is known of its actual development.
In , we first reported on the trial excavations at the site, offering also a summary


See Dijkstra, Van Rookhuijzen & Kamphorst , -, with further references.
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Figure . Aerial photo of the northern part of the Magoula Plataniotiki taken on  October ,
showing its main features and the - excavation trenches (trench , , ,  and  were
started or reopened in ) (photo from Google).

of previous (archaeological and geological) scholarship on the area. A more extensive and detailed overview of historical data and previous research on the history
and archaeology of Halos and its surroundings has since also been provided by the
Halos-team of the University of Groningen.
Following field survey at the site in  and , a total of seven test trenches
of different sizes were dug in the core part of the site in the northern area of
the magoula by the Ephorate of Magnesia and the Universities of Amsterdam and
Groningen in the summers of ,  and  (Figure ). Additionally, a short
geophysical survey campaign, covering the same area, was carried out in April
. With the - excavations (and a small part of the geophysical results
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which remain mostly unpublished) covered in our previous report, this article will
focus on the results of the  excavation campaign.
General aims and results
From the start in , the main goal of the excavations at Magoula Plataniotiki
has been to form a clearer picture of the site’s habitation history and chronology.
In addition to this, we wanted to better understand the connection between this
settlement and the later Hellenistic city. Did they overlap chronologically? Would
they have had similar roles? How would planning and architecture connect – or
differ? A specific further aim of the  season was to verify and assess several of
the features that were detected in the  geophysical survey and were visible in
aerial photographs, and to try to place these in the chronology and history of the
site. Based on the prospection data, three additional test trenches were opened in
order to probe the western edge of the settlement (trench ) and a large rectangular
feature stretching out diagonally over the eastern side of the site (trench  and ).
Of the previously opened trenches,  and  were expanded, while work in trenches 
and  was not continued in this season.
Just as in the  and  seasons, the  trenches yielded remains of several habitation phases, starting directly below or even at the surface, and partly
very disturbed. It seems that already since antiquity, stones have been robbed and
trenches and holes have been dug all over the site, presumably mostly to retrieve
usable materials, but occasionally also for building activities. Despite these disturbances, archaeological layers on Magoula Platanioiki are generally well preserved.
Although the study of field documentation and finds is in an early stage and
uncertainties remain, the general sequence of strata seems clear and quite uniform,
even if not exactly the same in every trench. As we presented in our previous
report, a Hellenistic stratum is encountered directly below the very thin ploughsoil over most of the explored area. At some places remains of this period are even
visible at the surface. Only in our easternmost trench (trench ), and perhaps
also at the western edge of the site (trench ), this stratum is missing or very thin.
This confirms the earlier field survey results indicating that habitation at Magoula
Plataniotiki did not end with the supposed destruction and depopulation by Parmenion in , or the early Hellenistic refoundation further inland, but continued,
probably well into the Hellenistic period. The scale of habitation may have been
reduced, however, as Hellenistic use of the eastern part of the explored area, and
perhaps of its western edge as well, was apparently limited.
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Several of the trenches indicate the existence of late Classical layers below and
beyond the Hellenistic settlement. It is likely that some of the Classical remains
belong to the city destroyed in  BCE, although that destruction itself is not yet
clearly traceable. Even though the very deep fill layers in trench  – which have
not yielded solid dating evidence yet – may well originate earlier, the oldest welldateable stratified material excavated so far (in trench  in ) seems to date
around  BCE. Older finds have only been found on the surface and as residual
material, sometimes in surprisingly large proportions. They indicate that the site
was in use since the th century at the latest – still earlier finds are very limited.
Just as in -, architectural remains encountered in  seem to align
with the structures mapped on the basis of geophysical research and aerial
photographs, as we anticipated. As will be seen below, this helps us to better understand the sequence and chronology of the mapped structures, although some major
questions remain unanswered for now. In any case, the combined finds suggest a
densely inhabited and well-organised small Classical and Hellenistic town, with a
complex stratigraphy and some major watersheds in its building history.
The  trenches: excavation results regarding the Hellenistic strata
Trench  (Figure )
While Hellenistic finds have been excavated in all trenches, clear stratified remains
of the period including architecture were only encountered in trenches ,  and ,
the  extension of trench  and perhaps, although very disturbed, in  and .
The remains in trench  are best preserved. During the  and  seasons a
long, paved space or street was uncovered here, bordered by two walls running
northwest to southeast, over a length of up to  m, and about . m apart. In ,
the trench was extended ca  m to the north and south. On each side, (parts of)
two spaces were encountered that contained several complete vessels. The biggest
surprise was that the previously found southern wall is built directly alongside a
second similar wall. To understand the connection between these two walls, and
more generally the stratigraphic sequence of the newly found walls and spaces,
further excavation is necessary. This is now underway.
It is clear, however, that the structures in this area are primarily domestic. The
state of preservation of some finds, the presence of layers comprising more or less
complete tiles, the absence of traces of burning or violence here and elsewhere in
this stratum, and particularly a spread of complete pots on the stone pavement in
the centre north of this trench suggest the main destruction was caused by an
earthquake, just as in the contemporary Hellenistic city of ‘New’ Halos. A large
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Figure . Trench , general plan after the  season
(drawing by the Halos field team).

number of smashed pots on an apparent floor level in trench , excavated in , is a likely result of the same event. This catastrophe may be dated to the
mid-rd century BCE, either contemporary with the destruction layers in the
Hellenistic city or a few decades later. It does appear though, that the very disturbed
levels just below the ploughsoil, above the layer of (probably) collapsed tiles, also
yield some material which dates after the destruction of the Hellenistic city – possibly indicating (partial) reuse or continued use of some of the structures in the
trench  area. Possible foundation or wall remains crossing the main structures in
the northeast of the trench may also belong to such a final phase.
Trench  (Figure )
The generally clear sequence of layers in our tests does not exclude the presence
of more complex situations, or even riddles. Archaeology is often a process of trial
and error, but even failure can be useful, as shown by trench  opened in  in
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Figure . Trench , general overview
(photograph by the Halos field team, edited by Mikko Kriek).

order to trace the north-western end of one of the ‘diagonal’ structures known
from the aerial photographs and the geophysical images (see Figure , Stissi et al.
, fig. -, and the description of trench , below). While in most of the
magoula ancient features are very close to the surface, that was not the case here.
Clearly, the area was disturbed in more recent times. A very flimsy row of cobbles,
perhaps a foundation for a tent or a hut, seems to have been laid out by digging into
a Hellenistic use level. Probably also a part of a wall, of which now only loose stones
remain, was affected by this. Nothing of these remains is visible in the geophysical
images and aerial photographs, but it is possible that the features visible in those
images are located deeper or have been affected by later disturbance. Because of
this, as well as our limited time and workforce, the trench was discontinued at a
relatively high level.
As there was no dateable material clearly related to the row of cobbles, we cannot place it in time, but it could well be post-antique, since relatively much Medieval or later glazed pottery was present in the topsoil in this area of the site, which
starts just above the cobbles. These, moreover, lay on top of a level containing
Hellenistic pottery comparable to that found in the top level of the other trenches.

HALOS



As we will see below, this cobble foundation is not the only late feature disturbing
earlier structures.
The  trenches: excavation results regarding possible or certain Classical strata
The  season’s main goal to verify the features visible in aerial photographs and
geophysical images and to place them in the chronology and history of the site
was more successful in trenches  and , which both brought to light important
structures confirming the data we based our trenches on.
Trench  (Figure )
Trench  was laid out over a conspicuous linear feature at what appears to be the
western edge of the settlement, visible in both the geophysical images and aerial
photos. While it is difficult not to think of a city wall, a ditch or a combination
of both, the geophysical results do not suggest major digging and building. In fact,
the  excavation brought to light a solid layer of pebbles, covering the upper
part of the west slope bordering the settlement. Presumably constructed as a paved
border street, or even a ‘ring road’, perhaps also with the purpose of protecting
the area from erosion, its mass of stone is apparently sufficient to affect vegetation
and geophysical measurements.
In any case, this feature delineated the western border of the built area of
Magoula Plataniotiki, at least in the last centuries of ancient habitation. The pavement slopes downwards to the west starting from a concentration of stones and
blocks, a few perhaps in situ, found near the east edge of the trench – probably
the remains of a wall in north-south direction. The pebbles of the pavement were
covered by a layer of tile fragments that wears thin towards the west. Moreover,
towards the east the tile fragments are larger, and some can be fitted into very

Figure . Trench , general overview
(photomosaic by the Halos field team, edited by Mikko Kriek).
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large parts of tiles, perhaps even complete ones. Like similar deposits in trenches 
and , these tiles must remain close to the roof they came from. If so, the fragmentary (possible) wall just mentioned may well delineate the westernmost row
of houses on the site. Whether the tiles and the wall belong to one of the later
Classical phases, as some of the pottery and the tiles seems to indicate, or are part
of the final Hellenistic phase remains unclear for now, also because very few of the
finds are diagnostic, and tiles could have been reused.
Dating is also not made easier by a later disturbance in the eastern part of the
trench, comprising the remains of a hearth, forge or simple kiln-like structure,
consisting of an array of Classical and Hellenistic tile fragments marked by firing
damage, and burnt mudbrick. Perhaps there is a connection to nearby geophysical
‘anomalies’, suggesting the presence of larger, more structured pottery or lime
kilns (see Figure , lower left of the image).
Trench  (Figure )
One of the most remarkable features observed in the geophysical survey and the
aerial photographs of Magoula Plataniotiki is a large rectangular structure in the
north-eastern part of the site. Its core consists of a strongly delineated double rectangle with an inner structure of two rows of more or less square ‘cells’ (Figure ).
Unlike most of the other features on the site, which have a north-south and eastwest orientation, structures in this area are placed ‘diagonally’. This makes the
area stand out, although a closer look at the geophysical results and aerial photographs shows that there is at least one more similarly oriented and organised
structure further north, and there are two or more others further south. The relation of this ‘diagonal’ part of the town to the rest, with regards to both chronology
and function, seemed worth investigating. Therefore, trench  was laid out near
the northwest side of the best visible strip-like block, and trench  at its southeast
side, near a corner of this structure. As seen above, trench  did not offer much,
but trench  was a different story: the finds may not look very impressive at first
sight but offer crucial information regarding the historical sequence of the site in
general and the ‘diagonal structures’ more specifically.
First of all, there are three bits of wall, in the same northwest-southeast orientation, which fit the ‘diagonal structure’. They are, however, in no way monumental,
but look like simple house walls. The finds inside – domestic pottery, amphorae etc.
– also fit a domestic or perhaps utilitarian context. Moreover, just outside the westernmost wall, at the western edge of the trench, there is a dense layer of pebbles and
worn sherds – not a wall as the geophysical maps may suggest, but a pavement,
probably a street surface. Apparently, what looks like a monumental structure on the
geophysical maps is probably a series of alleys and streets, in between long and narrow blocks consisting of double strips of rooms. A very unusual urban layout, which

HALOS



Figure . Trench , general overview
(photomosaic by the Halos field team, edited by Mikko Kriek).

Figure . Combined results of GPR and Vertical Magnetic Gradient Survey in the area of the
- trenches of the Magoula Plataniotiki (A. Sarris et al., GeoSat ReSeArch Lab, Institute for
Mediterranean Studies, Foundation for research and Technology, Hellas (FORTH)).

may be typologically related to that of a somewhat similar structure recently found
at ancient Argilos in northern Greece. This so-called ‘Building L’ consists of a single
row of identical rooms, but just as at Magoula Plataniotiki it is surrounded by narrow
alleys and probably some more, similar strips. Its location, close to the sea and
a possible harbour area, and the size of the spaces are also comparable. Further
excavation (which has started in ) will have to reveal whether ‘our’ structure
also contains remains of shops and workshops like most of the spaces at Argilos.


Rupp et al. , , ; , -; , -.
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An intriguing aspect is that both the thinner lines representing actual walls
and the broader features, which now appear to be streets, reach a depth of up
to . m in the geophysical results. This may mean we have superimposed walls
and a very thick sequence of many street fills covering a long period, or fewer but
very well-preserved thick layers and walls still standing tall – as is the case in
Argilos.
A final surprise of this trench is that the Hellenistic phase encountered in the
other trenches seems to be mostly missing here. While the pottery finds directly
below the topsoil do include a substantial proportion of Hellenistic materials,
there is currently no evidence that the pavement and walls date beyond the
Classical period. The units within the walls appear to contain only late Classical
pottery; the pavement levels hardly contain any dateable pottery, but there is
nothing indicating they were still in use in the Hellenistic period.
Although extrapolation is always dangerous, this probably indicates that Hellenistic buildings covered only the core of the site, and that the building blocks in
the ‘diagonal area’ further east were thus not built over after the Classical period.
This, in turn, would also explain the broad north-south line clearly visible on the
aerial photographs (but not in the geophysical research) a little west of trench ,
which seems an odd feature in the middle of a town, but would do fine as a
perimeter – perhaps the eastern pendant of the western border encountered in
trench . Some other structures visible in the geophysical images of the same
area which also have a north-south/east-west orientation, including a more or less
rectangular cluster of rooms of quite monumental scale (Figure ), would then
also be Hellenistic buildings possibly overlaying Classical remains.
The  trenches: monumental remains in Trench  (Figures -)
This brings us to trench  and its extensions, which are placed a little to the west
of the northern end of the linear feature just mentioned. The remains uncovered in
the western part of the area from  onwards appear to belong to a monumental
structure that probably dates to the Classical period. This area is dominated by a
single monumental wall, or rather a façade, consisting of pseudo-ashlar blocks with
a cut stone back facing (Stissi et al. b, , fig. ). This characteristic type of
masonry is similar to that at e.g. the West Gate of Eretria. Our wall, preserved to
a height of about . m, seems to have been a retaining wall for an artificial platform
that was built around a loose stone heap, with an earth and tile fill between the
wall and the heap.



See Donati et al. , , fig. .
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Figure . View of the deepest strata and fills in trench 
(Halos field team, edited by Mikko Kriek).

A deep sounding in  behind the monumental wall to the north (Figure ),
further revealed that the stone fill related to it is placed on top of an older stone
fill. This stone fill, in turn, includes a mud brick wall and a deposit of beach sand
and pebbles, and seems to continue in all directions. None of the excavation units
comprising the stone fill, the mud brick or the beach materials seem to contain
any material which helps dating them – the few sherds in the fills are very worn
and are likely residual. Moreover, even though some seem to go back to the Late
Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age, they are accompanied by material with a generic
Classical or even Classical-Hellenistic date range. Also, the purpose of this massive
construction – other than enlarging and/or increasing the height of Magoula Plataniotiki, of course – eludes us.
Since the top of the monumental wall and the layers behind it have not been
preserved, it remains unclear what the platform was meant to support. In ,
an extension to the west of the - trench revealed that the wall continues
towards the present top of the magoula, where higher levels may be preserved.
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Figure . View of the remains of the foundations of a monumental building found in trench 
in  (Halos field team, edited by Mikko Kriek).

Unfortunately, the area now excavated was so heavily disturbed by several deep,
post-ancient trenches that little more could be deduced. No additional structures
were found, and neither the stratigraphy, nor the rich finds, including large
amounts of tile sherds, some of which were mendable into large fragments, offer
any indication of the use of the platform. Some material of the first half of the
th century dug in - in the deeper layers at the foot of the wall, just above
the stone fill, gives a post quem for the building of the platform. The  finds
in the western extension of the trench also seem to indicate it was still standing
taller in the late Classical period than it is today.
Although the east end of the monumental wall was not found, it was either bordered by or cut through by a later building, the foundations of which were partly
excavated in , a little to the east of the original trench  (Figure ). These
foundations consisted of three layers of large blocks of very soft stone, partly enclosing rectangular areas filled with stones. As the upper level of these stone fills is
aligned with that of the foundation blocks, almost at the present ground level, it
is likely that the structure is preserved till just below the ancient floor level. It
belonged to a monumental building, parts of which have also been observed by the
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geophysical survey. Unfortunately, the building continues to the north and east
outside the excavated and mapped area, and much of it is very blurry on the geophysical images, probably because of the densely packed stones filling up the foundations. For now, the typology and function of the building remain unclear, also
because the ancient floor level has not been preserved. Intense Medieval or later
digging activity has also disturbed much of the stratigraphy, especially on the north
side of the excavated area, where hardly any stone fill is preserved. This, and the
general lack of dateable contexts and finds between the foundations and the
absence of any traces of the architecture of the superstructure, make it impossible
to go beyond a general Hellenistic date for the structure. Considering the size of
the structure and its heavy foundations, it must have been quite monumental –
possibly a public building.
Conclusions
The series of test trenches dug in ,  and  in combination with the
results from previous field survey, aerial photography, and the geophysical survey in , indicate that Magoula Plataniotiki was a densely inhabited site of
up to - ha in extension, probably in use from the Late Geometric period till
at least the mid-rd century BCE, with possibly some earlier and surely some later
use as well. Beside remains of monumental buildings (partly visible on surface),
mainly in the central-northeast part of the site (including the area of trench ),
there are well-preserved strata containing Classical and Hellenistic houses – the
latter close to the surface, attested over much of the central-north part of the
site (our trenches ,  and ), the former below the Hellenistic stratum (trench ).
Finally, the  excavations have revealed Classical structures of as yet unclear
use without later covering at the (north-)east side of the magoula (trench ). The
Hellenistic occupation of the site thus seems to have contracted, as has been
observed in particular in the north-eastern part of the site, where the classical
settlement remains clearly extend further east than the Hellenistic ones. Indications for possible contraction in the northwest (trench ) are less clear, and in any
case regard a much narrower strip. Even though we have no data to confirm this
yet, it seems likely that the northernmost part of the site, which has the highest
elevation, but was inaccessible for excavation, has also remained in use during the
Hellenistic period and perhaps later, while our present fieldwork does not offer
clear indications of the chronological developments south of the fields that we
have worked in. The geophysics directly north of the unexplored area and few
traces visible in the aerial photographs, however, suggest that the extension of
Hellenistic building here may have been limited. Thus, rd-century occupation of
the site may have focused on a roughly square area of around  by  (perhaps
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more) m on the northern half of the magoula, possibly with some open space in
the central area.
Preliminary study of the finds suggests that the quite substantial Hellenistic
upper stratum, reaching up into the ploughsoil and covering much of the central
area of the site, generally belongs to the early to mid-rd century BCE, and may
be either entirely contemporary with the destruction layers in the Hellenistic city
– as some well-dateable finds suggest – or continue a few decades later – as survey
finds and some scanty remains from the excavation may indicate. One possibility
is that a general destruction by the earthquake that also seems to have destroyed
Hellenistic (‘New’) Halos in ca  BCE was followed by limited reoccupation of
the town at Magoula Plataniotiki. In any case, the excavations now clearly confirm
that ‘Old’ and ‘New’ Halos coexisted, and that habitation of Magoula Plataniotiki
did not end in the Classical period.
Directly below the Hellenistic stratum, in trenches  and , and perhaps also
in  and parts of , we encountered what appears to be a post-abandonment layer
with no or few remains on top of the last Classical building remains. This may be
related to the destruction of  and subsequent depopulation and abandonment
of the site, but neither this fill-like layer nor the Late Classical layers below it
shows clear indications that could be interpreted as traces of the historically documented destruction of the city by the Macedonian general Parmenion in .
Perhaps a closer analysis of the ceramic assemblages may offer at least some chronological clues. Currently, we cannot conclusively confirm the historical record.
As we have presented in our previous report, there do seem to be indications for
a destruction, perhaps caused by another earthquake, earlier in the th century.
This, in any case, cannot be connected to any written evidence.
The quick succession of at least three or four phases, possibly ended by destructions, in a time span of some  years, is an intriguing phenomenon. Apparently,
the settlement of ancient Halos underwent regular earthquake devastation and was
simply rebuilt every time – a situation not unlike the events in the area in the late
th and th century, when four serious earthquakes struck the area with -to-year intervals. The (roughly) consistent general orientation of the walls in
different trenches and periods suggests a high degree of continuity in habitation
in the core of the site, while the ‘diagonal’ eastern side may have been abandoned
in the th century. Some of the geophysical data indicate a long pedigree for the
structures in this area.
While the Hellenistic stratum offers interesting comparanda to the (nearly?)
contemporary houses dug at ‘New’ Halos, and some possible public buildings, the
Classical strata offer the opportunity to explore local town planning, architecture,
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and private life further back in time; their urban layout, in narrow, stripe-like
blocks, seems quite unique. This area will be further explored from  onwards,
together with the domestic area of trench . The combination of Classical and
Hellenistic data thus explored will hopefully allow a unique diachronic perspective
of traditions in the habitation of a single site.
A final interesting phenomenon to be noted is that, with the exception of
the scanty foundation in trench , no substantial later Hellenistic, Roman or
post-Roman remains were uncovered in any of the trenches. Cropmarks in aerial
photographs, which show a regular (but not orthogonal) city plan in which the
rd century excavated remains seem to fit, also indicate that late or post-Hellenistic habitation remains have either been removed completely or were limited to
the top of the magoula, which is so overgrown that no archaeological remains are
visible (and not accessible for research). This absence of traces of later occupation
is surprising, since the presence of survey finds from these periods in the area,
some smaller excavated features indicating human activity, and substantial traces
of trenches and other digging in trench  all suggest continuing use of the site,
albeit not necessarily for habitation. In any case, inscriptions confirm the continuous
existence of the polis of Halos into the period of the Roman takeover of this part
of Greece. Apparently, the habitation centre either moved elsewhere or became
very small indeed.
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